Abstract: Satellite images in mountainous areas are strongly affected by topography. Different studies demonstrated that the results of semi-empirical topographic correction algorithms improved when a stratification of land covers was carried out first. However, differences in the stratification strategies proposed and also in the evaluation of the results obtained make it unclear how to implement them. The objective of this study was to compare different stratification strategies with a non-stratified approach using several evaluation criteria. For that purpose, Statistic-Empirical and Sun-Canopy-Sensor + C algorithms were applied and six different stratification approaches, based on vegetation indices and land cover maps, were implemented and compared with the non-stratified traditional option. Overall, this study demonstrates that for this particular case study the six stratification approaches can give results similar to applying a traditional topographic correction with no previous stratification. Therefore, the non-stratified correction approach could potentially aid in removing the topographic effect, because it does not require any ancillary information and it is easier to implement in automatic image processing chains. The findings also suggest that the Statistic-Empirical method performs slightly better than the Sun-Canopy-Sensor + C correction, regardless of the stratification approach. In any case, further research is necessary to evaluate other stratification strategies and confirm these results.
Introduction
Land cover classification and quantitative analysis of multispectral data in flat or gently undulating terrain have become routine practice. However, these applications can still remain a challenge in mountainous regions, due to the so called topographic effect [1, 2] . The solar irradiance impinging on the Earth surface and, consequently, the radiance detected by remote sensors can vary significantly depending, not only on the reflectance of land covers, but also on the slope and aspect of the areas where they are located [3] . The objective of topographic correction (TOC) is thus to compensate the differences in solar irradiance between slopes with differing aspect and, ultimately, to obtain the radiance values the sensor would have obtained in case of a perfectly flat surface [4] . The topographic effect has long been recognized as a problem for quantitative analyses of Remote Sensing (RS) data, and during the last two decades notable advancements have been made to develop TOC methods. Therefore, topographic correction has become an important image pre-processing step in the application of RS data in mountain areas [5, 6] .
A variety of TOC algorithms have been proposed in the last decades to correct or attenuate the topographic effect on the radiance measured by satellite sensors. These methods can be grouped into three categories based on their degree of complexity and data requirements [7] : simple empirical methods, semi-empirical methods, and physically-based methods. Simple empirical methods are based on band ratios and lack of physical meaning, while physically-based TOC methods perform better but they are complex and require many parameters [8] . Finally, semi-empirical methods consist of a photometric function tuned by an empirical coefficient [9] , and they have gained popularity because of their balance between complexity and performance. Methods of this type are the Cosine method (COS), Statistic-Empirical method (SE), Minnaert method (MIN), Enhanced Minnaert (EMIN), C-Correction (CC), or Sun-Canopy-Sensor + C (SCS + C) [10] [11] [12] , being the latter originally designed for taller vegetation such as forest. All of them are based on the cosine of the solar incidence angle (cosγ i ), a key factor representing the illumination conditions for each pixel, which is calculated from sun and topographic angles derived from a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of at least the same spatial resolution of the satellite image [13] . Fitting a regression between spectral reflectance and cosγ i , the empirical coefficients required by these methods are calculated, (i.e., c λ parameter or k λ constant). These coefficients modulate the degree of topographic correction needed for each case, and therefore vary for each area, spectral band, and acquisition geometry considered.
Previous studies evaluated the performance of semi-empirical TOC methods through different criteria, concluding that there is no clear agreement on which method to use for specific combinations of topography, vegetation, and illumination [14] . On the one hand, in favorable conditions most semi-empirical TOC algorithms successfully corrected the topographic effect and the differences between the best TOCs were minor [15] . Therefore, in these conditions the selection of one algorithm or another seemed to have little impact in the outcome of the correction. On the other hand, in images acquired with low illumination angles, these methods failed to extract reliable spectral information from poorly illuminated slopes [14] .
Stratified Topographic Correction
Most of these assessments only considered a single scene generally acquired under favorable illumination conditions and with relatively homogenous land cover type, which rarely occurs for large mapping projects [16] . Thus, the impact of diverse land cover types on the TOC-corrected images had to be assessed. In the case of heterogeneous land cover within a study site, some authors [17] [18] [19] stated that the estimation of coefficients c λ (for CC and SCS + C methods) or k λ (for Minnaert-based methods) individually for each land cover class resulted in enhanced results and were more suitable than the generalized form.
In theory, the correction parameters used in semi-empirical TOC methods depend on the lambertianity of surfaces, which varies due to the roughness and structure of land covers. Thus, TOC methods should be best applied separately to each land cover to account for their different spectral behavior [13, [20] [21] [22] ; this is referred to as stratified topographic correction (STOC). In practice, this is done by dividing the different land cover types into strata that are then corrected separately (i.e., based on empirical parameters calculated for each stratum) with the selected TOC method to achieve better reduction of the topographic effect. The stratification can be carried out using different criteria and considering a different number of classes ( Table 1) .
As seen in Table 1 , most stratification methods were based on the land use/land cover (LULC) of the area and their outcome were different strata that corresponded to specific LULC classes or class groups [6, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , but this approach might not be easily generalized because it requires ancillary information on LULC cartography. Moreover, Hantson and Chuvieco [16] claimed that the use of land-cover maps was not adequate for an operative stratification of time series of scenes, due to important seasonal and temporal variability of land-covers. Similarly, Ediriweera et al. [25] stated that detailed delineation of vegetation types was impractical and may have been responsible for weak correlations between the reflectance and cosγ i in some instances.
In order to overcome this limitation, some authors proposed automated image-classification approaches previous to the topographic correction [19, 20] while some others decided to stratify by thresholding vegetation indices, such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [16] [17] [18] 27 ]. Land cover based STOC applications mostly used Minnaert based TOC methods (i.e., MIN or EMIN [17, 22, 24, 30] ), but some other methods (e.g., SE, SCS + C and CC methods) were also used, although less frequently [16, 20] . For instance, Colby [31] first derived the Minnaert k λ constant for the entire scene, but then suggested that using a local k λ could enhance analysis capabilities. However, their analysis was based on a small sample area, thus the authors recommended further testing using larger data [31] . Similarly, Moreira and Valeriano [15] , considering the unavailability of a detailed LULC cartography and the ease for implementation, decided not to stratify but used only the main land cover type (masking out the rest) to estimate the correction parameters required by their TOC method (i.e., EMIN, 2SN, SE, CC, SCS + C and SM) which were then used to correct the whole image. On the other hand, Blesius and Weirich [22] stratified the scene into three homogeneous regions based on their radiometric properties, taking random samples from visually distinct areas. The resulting classification was comparable with the results obtained from a traditional training-area approach.
Likewise, Bishop and Colby [17] evaluated MIN method comparing a non-stratified approach using a single k λ with two different stratification approaches: using locally computed k λ -s applying a sliding window [31] , and using NDVI derived k λ -s. The non-stratified option yielded low r 2 values in the regression analysis to obtain k λ constant and consequently its use was not recommended, whereas the second option gave inconsistent results. Therefore, only the last option was recommended, that is, stratifying the scene into three primary classes (i.e., snow, vegetation, and non-vegetation) based on NDVI thresholding. Similarly, Hantson and Chuvieco [16] proposed a NDVI threshold of 0.4 to divide the image in two strata that were separately corrected, with improved TOC correction results over their study site, while Törmä and Härmä [28] proposed stratification in ten classes according to different NDVI ranks. In this line, new TOC methods were also proposed, such as the MM of Richter [2, 13, 32] , including empirical rules that stratified the scene in two vegetation classes based on a simple vegetation index threshold.
A benefit of NDVI index is that according to Matsushita et al. [33] , the topographic effect on the vegetation indices having only a band ratio format (e.g., the NDVI) can usually be ignored. Consequently, there is no need to remove the topographic effect prior to the calculation of the vegetation index. However, the use of NDVI to stratify the image into more than two classes is questionable as it is uncertain if NDVI values directly correlate with structural landscape characteristics, such as surface roughness, determining their lambertian behavior [29] .
Finally, some other stratification approaches have been based on unsupervised classification of land covers. For instance, Baraldi et al. [20] proposed a novel stratification strategy combining solar illumination features and image radiometry using a spectral-rule-based decision-tree preliminary classifier, which resulted in 14 strata. Equivalently, Szantoi and Simonetti [19] developed a stratification approach based on spectral decision rules using as input NDVI data. These authors compared their TOC results with and without stratification over several study sites, showing that topographic effects were further removed when stratification was done.
In the light of all these studies, stratification might be understood as a basic requirement for an improved TOC correction. However, some studies pointed out it might not always be necessary, basically depending on the heterogeneity of the study site [16] , or on the TOC method used and the evaluation technique considered [28] . In many occasions, published studies only compared STOC correction with no correction at all, which seems a somehow biased comparison that does not allow extracting any conclusions with regard to the convenience or to not stratifying. All in all, the degree of improvement of TOC correction due to stratification seems at least unclear, as many stratification strategies (with different options and variants) have been proposed in the literature with unsteady and not easily comparable results. Also, if automated image processing chains are to be designed and routinely applied to large areas, stratification adds significant complexity to the whole process. Therefore, more research on this topic has been strongly encouraged [20] .
The objective of this work is to evaluate the added value of STOC correction when compared with a non-stratified (or traditional) correction. With this aim, two stratification criteria were evaluated, one based on ancillary land cover information and another one based on NDVI ranks, with a different number of strata tested on each. The study was performed using a sub-scene of SPOT 5 image of northern Spain, and two different TOC methods were tested. Furthermore, the results obtained were assessed using seven different evaluation strategies. This study aims to perform an objective comparison of stratified vs. non stratified strategies and to provide a guideline on the use of topographic correction in both cases.
Material and Methods

Study Area
The study area is located on the Atlantic coast of northern Spain (see Figure 1) . The mean altitude of the study area is 354 m, ranging from 0 to 1369 m, and the maximum and mean slopes are 82.1˝and 20.1˝, respectively. These figures show a rough topography, with a great topographic effect to correct, especially for images acquired under low solar elevation angles. The landscape is highly fragmented in a mosaic of forested areas, pastures, urban areas, etc. (see more details in Section 2.3).
According to the Köppen climate classification [34] , this area belongs to Littoral Oceanic Climate (C fb ), characterized by relatively mild winters and warm summers. The climate and landscape are determined by the Atlantic Ocean winds whose moisture gets trapped by the mountains circumventing the Spanish Atlantic coast. The annual average temperature ranges from 8.5 to 14.5˝C and the mean annual precipitation is 1100-2500 mm, depending on the altitude and location. 
Data Acquisition and Processing
A SPOT 5 scene acquired the 30 August 2008 at 11:11 UTC time was orthorectified and converted from digital numbers (DN) to top of atmosphere radiance (TOARD), in W·m −2 ·sr −1 ·μm −1 units, by using the gain and offset values provided in the metadata for each spectral band. Afterwards, TOARD was converted to ground reflectance (ρt) including atmospheric correction based on dark object subtraction method [35] . The study site had an extent of 44 × 44 km, extracted from a SPOT 5 scene with a spatial resolution of 10 m and four spectral bands, i.e., green: 0.50-0.59 μm, red: 0.61-0.68 μm, NIR (near infrared): 0.78-0.89 μm and SWIR (short-wave infrared): 1.58-1.75 μm. The solar angles at the time of acquisition (i.e., solar elevation = 53.53°, solar azimuth = 155.02) are typical of an end of summer scene, when topographic effect is not that severe, but it still leads to interpretation errors unless efficiently removed. Moreover, this date was selected as most RS applications use images acquired in summer months.
Ancillary Information
The land cover (LC) information was obtained from the local cartography of vegetation and land use of the region of Basque Country [36] of 2005 (see Figure 1 ). This cartographic product has a 
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A SPOT 5 scene acquired the 30 August 2008 at 11:11 UTC time was orthorectified and converted from digital numbers (DN) to top of atmosphere radiance (TOARD), in W¨m´2¨sr´1¨µm´1 units, by using the gain and offset values provided in the metadata for each spectral band. Afterwards, TOARD was converted to ground reflectance (ρ t ) including atmospheric correction based on dark object subtraction method [35] . The study site had an extent of 44ˆ44 km, extracted from a SPOT 5 scene with a spatial resolution of 10 m and four spectral bands, i.e., green: 0.50-0.59 µm, red: 0.61-0.68 µm, NIR (near infrared): 0.78-0.89 µm and SWIR (short-wave infrared): 1.58-1.75 µm. The solar angles at the time of acquisition (i.e., solar elevation = 53.53˝, solar azimuth = 155.02) are typical of an end of summer scene, when topographic effect is not that severe, but it still leads to interpretation errors unless efficiently removed. Moreover, this date was selected as most RS applications use images acquired in summer months.
Ancillary Information
The land cover (LC) information was obtained from the local cartography of vegetation and land use of the region of Basque Country [36] of 2005 (see Figure 1 ). This cartographic product has a Minimum Mapping Unit of 0.25 Ha, a scale of 1:10.000, and a legend of 235 units, subsequently reclassified in 2 (level 1), 4 (level 2) and 8 (level 3) broad land cover classes. The area is heterogeneous and can be deemed representative of the most common land cover classes in Spain and Europe, especially in mountainous areas. For instance, six out of the eight most common land cover classes in Spain were present in the study area, while the other two (i.e., non-irrigated arable land and complex cultivation patterns) are not frequent in mountainous areas. The study area is covered in more than 60% by forest and pastures (within agricultural areas), but other land covers such as shrubs, sclerophyllous vegetation, moors or bare soil (no vegetation) have a predominant coverage within the study site. Besides, more than 10% of the area is covered by water bodies that have been masked out in this work. On the other hand, NDVI was obtained from the ground reflectance obtained from the SPOT 5 scene. More than 80% of the pixels correspond to NDVI values higher than 0.6.
As seen in Table 2 , fruit trees, vineyards, agricultural areas and pastures are characterized by lower variance of cosγ i as they are mostly located on gentler slopes. The lower mean value and higher variance of cosγ i correspond to broad-leaved forest and open spaces with little or no vegetation, including rocks and bare soil, typical from mountainous areas. The characteristics of topography (cosγ i ) were computed at the original 5 m resolution of the available DEM and then resampled to 10 m applying the bilinear interpolation technique to have the same spatial resolution of SPOT 5 images. The DEM, provided by the Spanish National Geographic Institute (IGN), was obtained by interpolation from LIDAR flights of the National Aerial Orthophotography Plan (PNOA) [37] . The nominal density and elevation accuracy of the LIDAR data were 0.5 points/m 2 and 0.2 m, respectively.
Stratification Strategies
The information provided by local cartography and NDVI data was used to generate land cover strata following different strategies (Table 3) . Six different stratification approaches were considered and compared with the traditional non-stratified approach. On the one hand, the LC cartography was reclassified in 2, 4 and 8 strata, while flat areas, cast shadows, water bodies and wetlands, and artificial surfaces were masked out. On the other hand, arbitrary NDVI thresholds were used [16, 28] , to split the scene in 2, 4 and 8 strata, masking again flat areas and cast shadows, as well as pixels where NDVI < 0. 
Selected Topographic Correction Algorithms
SCS + C (1) and SE (2) methods were selected to correct the topographic effect both in the non-stratified and the stratified approaches. The former was originally proposed by Soenen et al. [12] as a modification of the SCS algorithm previously designed by Gu and Gillespie [38] , showing a good performance on different evaluations of TOC methods [15, 39] . Moreover, this algorithm was originally designed for forested areas, which are predominant on tilted slopes where the topographic effect is more severe. On the other hand, SE method was also selected as it was previously tested on stratified approaches with satisfactory results [15, 16] . This method was originally proposed by Teillet et al. [10] and it is based on the linear regression between the reflectance of each stratum for the considered spectral band and the solar illumination, that is, the cosine of solar incidence angle:
where ρ SCSC,λ and ρ SE,λ are the SCS + C-corrected and SE-corrected ground reflectance of band λ, respectively, ρ λ is the ground reflectance of band λ in rugged terrain, β is the terrain slope computed from the DEM, ϑ s is the solar zenith angle, c λ the empirical coefficient of band λ, calculated as the ratio between the intercept (A) and the slope (B) of the regression of cosγ i against the reflectance of each band, and ρ λ is the mean ground reflectance of band λ in rugged terrain. Flat pixels (i.e., β < 5˝), cast shadowed pixels and self-shadowed pixels, (i.e., pixels where cosγ i < 0), were masked out and excluded from the calculation of the linear regressions used in both methods. c λ was calculated from every pixel of each stratum except for masked pixels.
Evaluation Strategies
The performance of the different stratification types tested needs to be evaluated using objective strategies. Different evaluation strategies have been proposed in the literature and seven of them were used in this study: Visual analysis, analysis of correction parameters, correlation analysis, radiometry stability of land covers, intraclass variance reduction, comparison of reflectance between sunlit and shaded slopes, and evaluation using synthetic images.
Visual Analysis
The first indicator of the quality of TOC correction is the visual analysis of the corrected image, but this subjective criterion must be combined with a quantitative assessment. Minor differences between corrections could be hardly noticed, and the results depend on the skills of the observer.
Analysis of Correction Parameters
As explained above, SE and SCS + C methods are both based on the regression between the spectral reflectance of land cover classes and cosγ i . The coefficient of correlation of the fitted regression illustrates the robustness and reliability of the TOC correction. Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate this correlation and also how values change for each stratum when different stratification strategies are applied. Moreover, c λ parameter of SCS + C correction is obtained as the quotient between intercept and slope of the mentioned linear regression and its values for each land cover and spectral band are analyzed. In order to help interpret these values, the standard deviation (SD) of cosγ i for each stratum was also considered, as it might impact the regressions fitted.
Correlation Analysis
Probably the most used criteria to evaluate the performance of TOC correction is the correlation of cosγ i against the reflectance of each spectral band after the correction [3, 19, 40, 41] . In general, the higher the reduction of this correlation, the better the performance of the TOC algorithm. This was measured through the correlation coefficient (r) of the linear regression between cosγ i and the TOC corrected reflectance.
Radiometric Stability of Land Covers
Ideally, the original median reflectance of each land cover should not change after TOC correction; otherwise the TOC method would have introduced a bias [14, 15] . Strictly speaking, this should not be considered a criterion to assess the performance of the correction, but a measure of its stability. In this work, the stability was assessed by splitting the image in the eight land cover classes of LC-8 (masking water, wetlands and artificial surfaces) and comparing the median of each class before and after TOC correction.
Intraclass Variance Reduction
A widely used procedure to evaluate the performance of TOC algorithms is to measure the reduction of intraclass variance after correction. Ideally, TOC correction should result in more homogeneous land covers, (i.e., independent of illumination, aspect or slope). For that purpose, instead of the commonly used SD [3, 5, 42] , the inter quartile range (IQR) was used in this work. IQR measures the difference between quartile 3 (Q3) and quartile 1 (Q1) for each land cover, and it is less sensitive to outliers than SD. For each land cover the IQR was calculated before and after the correction, and subsequently the area weighted IQR average was calculated.
Comparison of Reflectance between Sunlit and Shaded Slopes
In the study area, coniferous forests take the steepest slopes, and thus are particularly affected by the topographic effect. A successful TOC correction should reduce the differences in radiometry between forests located on sunlit and shaded slopes [43] . Two random samples of 1000 pixels of coniferous forest were extracted from sunlit and shaded slopes, respectively. Then, the reflectance difference between these two samples was computed before and after TOC correction. Ideally, pixels of the same land cover class should be more homogeneous after the correction, with reflectance difference values close to zero.
Evaluation Using Synthetic Images
Synthetic images can be used to evaluate topographic correction algorithms by comparing a TOC corrected scene with a synthetic image generated assuming a completely flat topography and considered an ideal reference [4, 44] . In this study, synthetic images were generated for the same acquisition time and study area of the SPOT 5 image using the model developed in [4, 44] , and then TOC corrected Synthetic Real (SR) images were compared with the Synthetic Horizontal (SH) reference. This comparison was quantitatively carried out by calculating the Mean Structural SIMilarity index (MSSIM) [45] , which measures how similar two scenes are according to three different components: luminance, structure and contrast comparison.
Results
Visual Analysis
The visual analysis of the TOC and STOC approaches suggest a successful removal of the topographic effect over the vast majority of the study site regardless of the stratification option and TOC method. Differences between traditional and stratified corrections were minor. While shadowed slopes in mountainous areas, mainly covered by forest, grasslands, shrubs and bare soil were topographically corrected, flat areas, water bodies and artificial surfaces remained uncorrected as they were masked out. Similarly, agricultural areas, frequently located on gentler slopes, were not strongly affected by topography. A detail zone of the scene is shown in Figure 2 for further information.
The detail zone in Figure 2 corresponds to an extremely abrupt topography mainly covered by broad-leaved and conifer forests, pastures and bare soil. The area is a good example of the limits of semi-empirical corrections, unable to fully correct shadowed areas where no direct irradiance is impinging on the surface [14] . All in all, the traditional SCS + C and SE correction (see Figure 2b ,c) performed adequately in the vast majority of the area, while LC-8 and NDVI-8 stratification approaches (see Figure 2d -g) were visually very similar to the traditional correction. Figure 2 also shows areas where shaded slopes had been slightly overcorrected (see areas labelled as A). This effect was less apparent in LC-8 approach (labelled as B). 
Analysis of Correction Parameters
In Figure 3 , the c λ values obtained for each stratum and spectral band of the image are displayed. There were great differences for this value when the traditional, non-stratified approach was compared with the different stratifications. In general, parameter c λ was higher for high NDVI values (i.e., NDVI > 0.8) and forested land covers. In Figure 4 , the correlation between cosγ i and the reflectance of spectral bands (for each land cover) is depicted. This correlation is a key factor of both SE and SCS + C corrections. Although r values did not change dramatically in the different stratifications tested, in bands 1 and 2 there was a clear trend of higher correlation for NDVI-based stratifications, with higher r values for every NDVI strata compared with the non-stratified approach. In these two bands, the lowest correlation among the NDVI strata was achieved by the NDVI 9-1 strata, but it was still higher than the correlation for the non-stratified option. LC-based stratifications led to minor changes in correlation when only two strata were considered and also with four strata. In both cases, FOREST obtained the highest correlation. When eight strata were considered, BROAD led to improved correlations but the rest obtained similar or lower correlations.
For bands 3 and 4, different trends were obtained for the different stratification options evaluated (Figure 4) . In band 3, the non-stratified option already yielded quite a high r value that then increased or decreased after stratification depending on the particular NDVI or LC class considered. Generally, NDVI strata with moderate-high NDVI values (>0.4) yielded higher r values. In band 4, after stratification, r values did not change significantly in most cases, but in some LC (BROAD, SHRUB, GRASS, AGRIC-4C, OTHER, AGRIC-8C, NOVEGET, FRUIT) and NDVI classes (NDVI 4-6, NDVI 6-8, etc.) r value increased. In Figure 5 , the SD of cosγ i is displayed for each stratum in every stratification approach. This figure showed AGRIC-4C, AGRIC-8C, FRUIT AND NDVI 9-1 strata had lower SD, as these were located in gentler slopes characterized by more homogeneous topography (i.e., a higher range of cosγ i values were centered around the median). This could explain the lower correlation depicted in Figure 4 , especially in band 3. The results in other LC strata were not so clear, probably because their SD values were very similar to the non-stratified case. 
Correlation Analysis
In Figure 6 , the correlation coefficient of the regression between cosγ i and the reflectance of each spectral band are shown for the uncorrected image (top) and then for the traditional and stratified TOC-corrected images. In the uncorrected image, r ranged from 0.25 to 0.50, being higher in the infrared bands (i.e., b3 and b4). All TOC corrections were successful in removing this correlation to a certain extent in all the bands. Notwithstanding that, all the topographic corrections showed slightly positive values of residual correlation (except for the non-stratified SE correction, that showed an r = 0 for all the bands due to its mathematical definition), proof of an incomplete removal of the topographic effect. All in all, these low values (i.e., r < 0.1) are not significant if compared to the r values of the uncorrected image. According to this evaluation criterion, there was not a clear improvement of the correction when stratification was applied. Furthermore, in the case of SCS + C the LC-based stratification approaches performed slightly worse (higher correlation) than the non-stratified option, while minor differences were observed between the NDVI-based stratifications and the non-stratified TOC. Alternatively, SE showed a similar trend, but NDVI-based approaches had slightly lower r values if compared with SCS + C correction.
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In Figure 6 , the correlation coefficient of the regression between cosγi and the reflectance of each spectral band are shown for the uncorrected image (top) and then for the traditional and stratified TOC-corrected images. In the uncorrected image, r ranged from 0.25 to 0.50, being higher in the infrared bands (i.e., b3 and b4). All TOC corrections were successful in removing this correlation to a certain extent in all the bands. Notwithstanding that, all the topographic corrections showed slightly positive values of residual correlation (except for the non-stratified SE correction, that showed an r = 0 for all the bands due to its mathematical definition), proof of an incomplete removal of the topographic effect. All in all, these low values (i.e., r < 0.1) are not significant if compared to the r values of the uncorrected image. According to this evaluation criterion, there was not a clear improvement of the correction when stratification was applied. Furthermore, in the case of SCS + C the LC-based stratification approaches performed slightly worse (higher correlation) than the non-stratified option, while minor differences were observed between the NDVI-based stratifications and the non-stratified TOC. Alternatively, SE showed a similar trend, but NDVI-based approaches had slightly lower r values if compared with SCS + C correction. This significant decrease in the correlation between cosγi and the reflectance of each spectral band is clearly observed in Figure 7 , regardless of the stratification approach or tested TOC method. The topographic effect on near infrared reflectance (band 3) of forest pixels is clearly observed in the figure (on top), with high values of reflectance associated with cosγi values close to 1. This dependence of reflectance on illumination was successfully removed with non-stratified TOC corrections. SE correction showed a slight overcorrection, which seems to be solved by the stratified SE correction. These results are in line with the findings of Figure 6 , showing a successful removal of the topographic effect in infrared bands. This significant decrease in the correlation between cosγ i and the reflectance of each spectral band is clearly observed in Figure 7 , regardless of the stratification approach or tested TOC method. The topographic effect on near infrared reflectance (band 3) of forest pixels is clearly observed in the figure (on top), with high values of reflectance associated with cosγ i values close to 1. This dependence of reflectance on illumination was successfully removed with non-stratified TOC corrections. SE correction showed a slight overcorrection, which seems to be solved by the stratified SE correction. These results are in line with the findings of Figure 6 , showing a successful removal of the topographic effect in infrared bands. 
Radiometric Stability of Land Covers
In Figure 8 , the area weighted average of the relative difference of land covers' median reflectance before and after TOC correction is shown, comparing corrected and uncorrected scenes band-wise. The figure shows a clear increase in the uncorrected median reflectance of land covers in all the bands after SCS + C and SE corrections were applied, except for infrared bands in LC-2. This bias was consistent and very similar when different stratification approaches were compared, although its magnitude suggests it to be negligible. 
Intraclass Variance Reduction
In Figure 9 , the IQR reduction of land covers' reflectance performed by each correction is shown. IQR reduction was higher for infrared bands (i.e., bands 3 and 4). This can be explained by the higher influence of the topographic effect on these bands, demonstrated by the higher correlation between cosγi and reflectance for these bands (see Figure 4) . On the contrary, in some cases, visible bands (i.e., bands 1 and 2) showed a negative reduction of IQR, that is, an increase of reflectance variance compared to the uncorrected image. This effect was particularly distinct in the case of non-stratified SE correction, but this issue was solved by most of the stratification approaches. Small differences were observed between stratification approaches in the SCS+C case. Figure 9 shows that stratification did not significantly improve the IQR reduction rate achieved by the non-stratified correction in infrared bands. On the contrary, some improvements were observed in bands 1 and 2 for the LCbased stratifications, but differences with the other configurations were not that marked. If the results showed in Figure 9 are analyzed by land cover, additional information is obtained. For instance, in the non-stratified option, broad-leaved forests (see Figure 10) showed a greater reduction of IQR of infrared bands (up to 15%-20%) than in general (Figure 9 ). This means that this land cover was particularly homogenized after TOC correction, regardless of the tested TOC method. Besides, this reduction significantly increased for the different stratification approaches of SCS+C and SE, especially the LC-based ones. In fact, the higher the number of strata considered the better. On the contrary, both methods failed to reduce the IQR in broad-leaved forests in band 2 when they were 
In Figure 9 , the IQR reduction of land covers' reflectance performed by each correction is shown. IQR reduction was higher for infrared bands (i.e., bands 3 and 4). This can be explained by the higher influence of the topographic effect on these bands, demonstrated by the higher correlation between cosγ i and reflectance for these bands (see Figure 4) . On the contrary, in some cases, visible bands (i.e., bands 1 and 2) showed a negative reduction of IQR, that is, an increase of reflectance variance compared to the uncorrected image. This effect was particularly distinct in the case of non-stratified SE correction, but this issue was solved by most of the stratification approaches. Small differences were observed between stratification approaches in the SCS+C case. Figure 9 shows that stratification did not significantly improve the IQR reduction rate achieved by the non-stratified correction in infrared bands. On the contrary, some improvements were observed in bands 1 and 2 for the LC-based stratifications, but differences with the other configurations were not that marked. 
In Figure 9 , the IQR reduction of land covers' reflectance performed by each correction is shown. IQR reduction was higher for infrared bands (i.e., bands 3 and 4). This can be explained by the higher influence of the topographic effect on these bands, demonstrated by the higher correlation between cosγi and reflectance for these bands (see Figure 4) . On the contrary, in some cases, visible bands (i.e., bands 1 and 2) showed a negative reduction of IQR, that is, an increase of reflectance variance compared to the uncorrected image. This effect was particularly distinct in the case of non-stratified SE correction, but this issue was solved by most of the stratification approaches. Small differences were observed between stratification approaches in the SCS+C case. Figure 9 shows that stratification did not significantly improve the IQR reduction rate achieved by the non-stratified correction in infrared bands. On the contrary, some improvements were observed in bands 1 and 2 for the LCbased stratifications, but differences with the other configurations were not that marked. If the results showed in Figure 9 are analyzed by land cover, additional information is obtained. For instance, in the non-stratified option, broad-leaved forests (see Figure 10) showed a greater reduction of IQR of infrared bands (up to 15%-20%) than in general (Figure 9 ). This means that this land cover was particularly homogenized after TOC correction, regardless of the tested TOC method. Besides, this reduction significantly increased for the different stratification approaches of SCS+C and SE, especially the LC-based ones. In fact, the higher the number of strata considered the better. On the contrary, both methods failed to reduce the IQR in broad-leaved forests in band 2 when they were If the results showed in Figure 9 are analyzed by land cover, additional information is obtained. For instance, in the non-stratified option, broad-leaved forests (see Figure 10) showed a greater reduction of IQR of infrared bands (up to 15%-20%) than in general (Figure 9 ). This means that this land cover was particularly homogenized after TOC correction, regardless of the tested TOC method. Besides, this reduction significantly increased for the different stratification approaches of SCS+C and SE, especially the LC-based ones. In fact, the higher the number of strata considered the better. On the contrary, both methods failed to reduce the IQR in broad-leaved forests in band 2 when they were applied in a non-stratified way, but the stratification approaches (except for NDVI-2, with similar results to the non-stratified option) partially solved this problem.
On the other hand, agricultural areas (pastures in a vast majority) were less affected by the topography (i.e., low SD(cosγ i )) and had low correlation between cosγ i and reflectance (Figures 4  and 5 ). This land cover showed a slightly lower IQR reduction, and differences among stratification approaches were inappreciable and clearly not significant.
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Comparison of Reflectance between Sunlit and Shaded Slopes
When the uncorrected scene was analyzed, the reflectance difference between pixels of conifer forests located on sunlit slopes (facing the sun) and shaded slopes (facing away from the sun) was up to 30%-40% due to the topographic effect (see Figure 11) . Among spectral bands, this difference was again higher for infrared bands. After the correction, this positive difference between sunlit and shaded slopes was completely removed in most of the stratification approaches (except for some cases in b3 and b4 with SCS+C correction), and what is more, a systematic overcorrection was observed mostly in visible bands (i.e., b1 and b2). This effect was clear in both non-stratified corrections (but clearly higher in the case of SE) and it was also apparent in the forested areas of the detail zone in Figure 2b . Overcorrection was not that strong in the LC-based stratifications, particularly in LC-4 and LC-8. However, NDVI based stratifications, and in particular, NDVI-2 led to strong overcorrection in this land cover. 
When the uncorrected scene was analyzed, the reflectance difference between pixels of conifer forests located on sunlit slopes (facing the sun) and shaded slopes (facing away from the sun) was up to 30%-40% due to the topographic effect (see Figure 11) . Among spectral bands, this difference was again higher for infrared bands. After the correction, this positive difference between sunlit and shaded slopes was completely removed in most of the stratification approaches (except for some cases in b3 and b4 with SCS+C correction), and what is more, a systematic overcorrection was observed mostly in visible bands (i.e., b1 and b2). This effect was clear in both non-stratified corrections (but clearly higher in the case of SE) and it was also apparent in the forested areas of the detail zone in Figure 2b . Overcorrection was not that strong in the LC-based stratifications, particularly in LC-4 and LC-8. However, NDVI based stratifications, and in particular, NDVI-2 led to strong overcorrection in this land cover. Figure 11 . Reflectance difference between sunlit and shaded slopes for conifer forests.
Evaluation Using Synthetic Images
The results obtained with this technique are shown in Table 4 , where MSSIM values are depicted for each case. Higher MSSIM values correspond to a closer match between the TOC corrected scene and the ideal reference (SH), and thus to a better reduction of the topographic effect. The MSSIM value for the uncorrected (NO-CORR.) image is also depicted in Table 4 as a reference for interpreting the other cases. It is easily observed that all TOCs improved the MSSIM value of the uncorrected scene, and this was particularly true for infrared bands. Among the different stratification approaches tested, LC-2 approach performed slightly worse than other options. Nevertheless, differences in MSSIM were minor, and in fact, none of them improved significantly the correction in comparison to the non-stratified approach. If both methods are compared, slight differences are observed. While SCS+C performed somewhat better in the non-stratified option and NDVI-based stratifications, SE showed slightly higher MSSIM values in LC-based approaches.
Discussion
The analysis of correction parameters (cλ) showed similar values to those obtained by Ediriweera et al. [25] , who found a considerable variation in cλ depending on the vegetation type. Due to the role of this parameter in the SCS+C method, the higher cλ is, the lesser the effect of the correction. That is, high cλ values soften TOC correction and thus avoid overcorrection on poorly illuminated slopes, commonly reported in the COS and SCS method [12, 46] . Pons et al. [47] suggested that this adverse effect could be avoided if pixels under an incidence angle higher than 70° were discarded. Conversely, McDonald et al. [23] found that in flat terrain cλ values obtained for agricultural land covers were very small and consequently CC tended toward a COS correction, while in this study this was only valid in band 4. Although our results are not directly comparable to [23] , Figure 11 . Reflectance difference between sunlit and shaded slopes for conifer forests.
Evaluation Using Synthetic Images
Discussion
The analysis of correction parameters (c λ ) showed similar values to those obtained by Ediriweera et al. [25] , who found a considerable variation in c λ depending on the vegetation type. Due to the role of this parameter in the SCS+C method, the higher c λ is, the lesser the effect of the correction. That is, high c λ values soften TOC correction and thus avoid overcorrection on poorly illuminated slopes, commonly reported in the COS and SCS method [12, 46] . Pons et al. [47] suggested that this adverse effect could be avoided if pixels under an incidence angle higher than 70˝were discarded. Conversely, McDonald et al. [23] found that in flat terrain c λ values obtained for agricultural land covers were very small and consequently CC tended toward a COS correction, while in this study this was only valid in band 4. Although our results are not directly comparable to [23] , the same effect is expected on strata with low c λ (i.e., NDVI 6-8 or NDVI 7-8), thus SCS+C tends towards SCS on these cases. Further research on different sampling strategies following [9] would help to analyze how the calculation of c λ , affects the results of topographic correction. In particular, Reese and Olsson [9] concluded that a stratified random sample based on cosγ i provided the best TOC and the most stable value of this parameter.
Regarding the degree of correlation between reflectance (or radiance) and cosγ i , previous studies reported higher correlations after stratification [6, 17] . In our study, this was only true in some cases, depending on the particular land cover and spectral band considered. These results uncovered that, for some particular strata, the c λ values were obtained from regressions fitted with quite low correlations, so TOC correction in these conditions could be unstable. This issue seems to be intrinsic to the stratified approach, and in particular, for strata with a small area in the image either because they are a minority or because a high number of strata is considered. In these cases, it is unlikely that a sufficient variability in cosγ i values is guaranteed in each stratum so as to lead to strongly correlated regressions and solid c λ values.
Moreover, all the topographic corrections showed slightly positive values of residual correlation (except for the non-stratified SE correction, that showed an r = 0 for all the bands, due to its mathematical definition), proof of an incomplete removal of the topographic effect, in line with the findings of Gao and Zhang [48] . It must be taken into account that the successful removal of the topographic effect does not necessarily mean r = 0, there could be a residual correlation due to the presence of areas where slope orientation determines the land cover (e.g., Figure 2a) .
In terms of radiometric stability of land covers, the observed increase of 1%-5% of the uncorrected median reflectance was already reported by other authors applying the SCS + C method, and also the CC method [15, 48] , probably due to the formulation of these methods. In a comparable study, Moreira and Valeriano [15] observed that SCS + C correction increased the original radiometry of forests compared to uncorrected data, as the forest samples were mostly located in shaded slopes. On the other hand, similar studies [15, 19] observed no significant changes in the mean reflectance of land covers when SE was applied.
The results of intraclass variance reduction per land cover demonstrated a clear improvement of topographic correction of broad-leaved forest when applied in a stratified approach. The reason of this improvement could be a successful identification of this stratum due to the presence of large homogeneous areas of broad-leaved forest.
Finally, the results of the comparison of reflectance between sunlit and shaded are similar to those presented by Ediriweera et al. [25] who observed that SCS + C method seemed to overcorrect reflectance on very steep slopes. This result is in line with the radiometric stability criterion (see Section 3.4), where band 2, and to lesser extent bands 1 and 4, showed a systematic increase in radiometry after correction. Also, the lower correlation values reported in Figure 6 could be partly explained because the non-stratified and the NDVI based stratified options overcorrected some land covers. It should be noted that the NDVI-2 stratification yields very similar values to the non-stratified alternative (in all the different criteria), this could be due to the arbitrary NDVI threshold of 0.4 selected (following [16] ), as most of the pixels were located within the NDVI 4-1 strata. A more effective stratification could be based on ISODATA cluster analysis of NDVI, in line with previous studies of other authors [17, 18] .
To sum up, the visual assessment of the globally applied topographic correction through SCS + C and SE methods revealed a successful removal of the topographic effect. Moreover, the results have been shown to reduce spectral variance of land covers, remove the dependence of reflectance on cosγ i , a better balancing between sunlit and shaded slopes and an increase in SSIM indices of every spectral band. Nevertheless, a side effect of this correction is the increase in the mean reflectance of land covers and the slight overcorrection in forested areas. These findings differed from some studies that attributed a poor performance of topographic correction to SCS + C [25] ; but were in line with some others [15, 39] .
The stratification approaches further corrected the topographic effect, improving the performance of the non-stratified option in some evaluation criteria, i.e., IQR reduction of land covers, and removal of the difference between sunlit and shaded slopes. This superior performance was clearer in some particular land covers, such as broad-leaved forest, where LC-based stratification provided much higher IQR reduction. On the contrary, other criteria showed minor improvements when stratified TOC was applied, or even worse performance than the traditional TOC correction (e.g., correlation analysis or evaluation using synthetic images). In the literature, stratified approaches yielded results with varying degrees of success for the respective study site, depending on the stratification strategy, land cover distribution and selected TOC method.
Conclusions
After the evaluation of different stratification strategies (based on land cover and NDVI) for two different topographic correction methods and a comparison with their respective non-stratified correction, the results obtained did not show a drastic improvement in the performance of topographic correction when stratification approaches were implemented in this particular case study.
The correlation between the spectral reflectance of land covers and cosγ i is particularly important in both topographic correction methods, i.e., Sun-Canopy-Sensor + C and Statistic-Empirical. The empirical coefficient c λ required in the latter clearly changed between the different stratification options and took different values for each strata (in many cases higher than the c λ value obtained for the non-stratified option). However, these c λ variations did not necessarily result from a more robust correlation and issues such as the relative size of the stratum or the variability of cosγ i therein played an important role here. In some evaluation criteria, land cover-based stratifications yielded slightly better results than the non-stratified or the NDVI-based stratification options, particularly in the stability of land cover radiometry, intraclass IQR reduction or sunlit-shaded slope difference. The non-stratified and NDVI based stratifications (in particular, NDVI-2) showed a tendency to slightly overcorrect the topographic effect of steep slopes, especially in the case of Statistic-Empirical correction, but this effect was partially removed when land cover-based stratifications were applied.
All in all, even if in some criteria land cover-based approaches performed slightly better than the non-stratified correction, the latter proved to be effective in removing the topographic effect in this study area. This conclusion is deemed important because the non-stratified option can be applied without a priori knowledge or ancillary information about the scene. Furthermore, it can be implemented more easily in automatic image processing chains. Therefore, we suggest that non-stratified topographic correction is considered, due to its good performance and ease of implementation. In any case, future research is necessary on stratification strategies based on a priori unsupervised classifications of the scene to correct, so as to check whether better results are achieved following this approach. Moreover, further studies on different study sites and image acquisition dates are necessary to confirm the conclusions drawn here.
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